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It would be impossible to engineer a building that could withstand every disruption or disaster, but having the proper systems 
in place can significantly improve building resiliency and occupant safety. 

Photo by Tim Gouw on Unsplash
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The Resilient Design Institute believes resilient design should be implemented in every built environment to create safer 
buildings and communities that advance sustainability.

Source: https://www.resilientdesign.org/about/
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Designing for resiliency ensures buildings can withstand immediate shock such as an earthquake or hurricane-force winds. It 
also means that the building can tolerate long-term stress such as settlement and temperature changes. 
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Without an expansion joint system, a building is at risk for structural damage that can lead to unsafe conditions and loss of
structural integrity. This often results in material warping, cracking, breakage that could result in flooring and wall damage.
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Poorly designed expansion joint cover systems can have negative impacts on substrates, energy efficiency, waterproofing, and 
fire rating. They also pose hazards to building occupants and facility operations. 
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Some manufacturers may also qualify for MR Credit 5.1, Regional Materials or Cradle to Cradle Certification dependent on 
manufacturing practices. 

Photo: Pasadena City Hall East Elevation #2
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Expansion joint systems are vital for protecting the sound, water, and fire barriers of a building. They also increase a building’s 
resiliency to temperature changes, seismic events, and severe storms. To ensure components can withstand these varied levels 
of stress, extensive testing is paramount in predicting real-world performance.

EJC systems are not monitored by specific codes and therefore unique testing is required to ensure optimal performance.
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Determining the expansion joint cover that is right for your project is dependent on the joint size and movement expected. 
These criteria will be determined by the structural engineer and may be specified in inches or percentages to indicate minimum 
and maximum opening of the expansion joint gap.   (Nominal, Minimum, Maximum) 

Garage Rubber Strip One Point © Seamus Payne
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Garage Rubber Strip One Point.jpg © Seamus Payne
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This will often indicate the proper expansion joint cover for the application. 

Photo by Wes Hicks on Unsplash
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If the expansion joint cover is under-designed (often to save budget) it will limit joint movement capabilities and can result in 
system failure. 
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Insulation, sound, fire, and water proofing can all be built into the expansion joint to ensure proper building enclosures, 
performance, and safety. It is important to understand that these added materials require added space and cannot 
accommodate 0” closure without damage.

Photos: 
EJC_Joint_Spacing_Minimum_with_barrier
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Different building functions will dictate different expansion joint cover finishes. Considerations of hygienic requirements, 
equipment load capacities, and most importantly occupant safety should be made. For example, an elegant upscale hotel 
lobby EJC requirement would be something that might incorporate inset of tile, ceramic etc… to be visually more pleasing to 
the eye.
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If the wrong cover system is used, the expansion joint becomes a passage for water and moisture intrusion and a dangerous 
disruption in fire containment systems. 

Photo by Alexandre Guimont on Unsplash
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Waterproofing is particularly important when addressing rooflines and exterior walls. Selection of the proper cover type and 
accessories is critical to sealing the system. Factory-fabricated sealed transitions are highly recommended to ensure 
watertightness.
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Often times when transitions are done in the field, without factory mitered transitions to provide a clean connection, the result 
can be messy and subject to the interpretation and skill level of the subcontractor for field fix.  Selecting a “sole source 
supplier” ensures that all system components work together from design to installation.
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Fire barrier testing should be certified through a reputable third-party certification agency such as Underwriter Laboratories 
(UL). For example, the assembly will have a specific number associated with it for floor or wall. Example - UL #FF-D-1055/ UL# 
WW-D-1067 (G.W.B.)/ UL# WW-D-1068 (C.M.U.)
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Sound mitigation is important for both building interiors and outdoor spaces such as parking garages and stadiums. 
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Expansion joints and covers that are misaligned will cause malfunction and limit movement that can result in loss of building
integrity and occupant safety risks. Early specification can ensure all areas of the project are working in harmony. 
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Expansion joint cover systems can be integrated into modeling software to help map out placement, integrate cover finishes 
into the overall project design, and establish workflow.
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Finish and color options can be specified on the gasket and cover, however some cover materials may limit the availability of
coating selections. Some covers can be flush mounted to enhance concealment. Most manufacturers offer a range of coatings 
and finishes, and custom matching can often be used for exact integration. 
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Selecting a manufacturer who can provide real-world testing is critical for custom designs. Ensuring how the custom cover will 
perform in real-life conditions is vital to sustained occupant safety and building integrity. 
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These projects are a few examples of how expansion joint systems can be integrated to deliver unmatched safety, 
performance, and design.
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Known as “The General,” the hospital serves over 100,000 patients annually and is a top medical training and research facility. 
A nine-story expansion was made possible because of a significant donation from Facebook founder, Mark Zuckerberg, and his 
wife, Priscilla Chan.
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Graphic: Map_of_California_highlighting_Alameda_County.svg: User:Babbage derivative work: Babbage, Public domain, via 
Wikimedia Commons.

Photography Credit: Construction Specialties®
Photo by Clem Onojeghuo on Unsplash
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20 million visitors drive through the Tampa International Airports parking garages. 
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At 1,100 feet tall, the Wilshire Grand Center is the tallest building in California. With 73 stories, it features a 900-room 
InterContinental hotel, five restaurants, and multifloor, Class A office space. Confirmed WGC still holds tallest building title as 
of Aug 14, 2021. 

Source: https://constructionreviewonline.com/biggest-projects/wilshire-grand-center-the-tallest-building-in-california-usa/

Photos:
WG-01Panorama_2017-0809-SMALL-ACMartin_edited
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A seismic expansion joint system was custom fabricated to meet the project’s complex design requirements and 
support unpredictable structural shifts.
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